Introduction

1:30 Approval of the minutes from April 13, 2012

Information Item

1:35 Overview of Named Options (Wendy Crone)

Approvals

1:45 Request to Approved Named Options titled “Collaborative Program at UW-Madison” AND “Collaborative Program at UW-Stevens Point” in the Doctor of Audiology in Audiology (Wendy Crone)

1:50 Request to Approve Named Option titled “Sustainable Systems Engineering” in the Master of Engineering in Engineering (Steve Ackerman/Philip O’Leary/Marty Gustafson)

2:10 Request to Approve the following Named Options (Jan Greenberg/Alan Lockwood/John Rudolph/Joey Anderson)
   • Curriculum and Instruction M.S.: Secondary English Education
   • Curriculum and Instruction M.S.: Secondary Mathematics Education
   • Curriculum and Instruction M.S.: Secondary Science Education
   • Curriculum and Instruction M.S.: Secondary Social Studies Education

2:35 Request to Approve Capstone Certificate in Post Graduate Psychiatric Nursing (Jan Greenberg/Gale Barber/LD Oakley)

Program Review

2:50 Institutional (10-year) Review of Mass Communications Ph.D. (Jan Greenberg/John Sharpless)

Additional Approval

3:15 Request to Rename the Following Graduate Programs from “Communicative Disorders” to “Communication Sciences and Disorders” (Donna Paulnock/Jan Edwards)
   • M.S. in Communicative Disorders to M.S. in Communication Sciences and Disorders
   • Ph.D. in Communicative Disorders to Ph.D. in Communication Sciences and Disorders
   • Minor in Communicative Disorders to Minor in Communication Sciences and Disorders